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A NOTE ON PERIPHERALLY lm-PARACOMPACT SPACES 

- By M. K. Singal and Shashi Prabha Arya 

In [1] E. &, Grace introduced the concept of peripheralIy paracompact spaces. 
In the present paper we introduce and study peripherally lm-paracompact spaces. 

Also, by making use of some other concepts introduced by E. E. Grace [1] , we 
obtain some characterisations of lm-paracompact spaces. A result due to D. R. 
Traylor [4] for paracompactness in regular spaces. has also been extended to 
lm-paracompactness in normal spaces. 

DEFINITION 1. A family ‘s;/ of open subsets of a space X is said to have 
property ‘9' in the strong sense (resp. in the weak sense) if ‘~ has the prop~ 
erty g; as a collection of open sets in X (resp. in the subspace U {A : Aεs;/} 

of X). 

DEFINITION 2. A space X is said to be ψ'erψherally 없-paracompact in the 
strong sense (resp. in the weak sense) if for each. frontier set (that is, each 

nowhere dense, closed set) F in X and each open covering W of X of cardinality 
드IJR， there is an open refinement r of W, covering F , which is locally finite 
in the strong sense (resp. in the weak sense). • 

THEOREM 1. A space X is lm양aracompact il and only zf tÏ is φerzpherall y IJR

paracompact in the strong sense. 

PROOF. Only the if part need be proved. Let i(J' be any open covering of :X 
of cardinality 드IJR. Let Jl!t? be a fam iIy of mutually disjoint open sets refining 
i(J' such that 환= U {H: HEJl!t?} is dense in X. Then, X-환 is a nowhere, 

dosed set. Let g' be a locally finite, open refinement of i(J' covering the front
ier set X-H￥ and let ‘s;/ be a locally finite, open refinement of i(J' covering 
the boundary of E*=U{E: EE g'}. Consider now, the family Jl!t?'={Hn(X

E씬 :HεJl!t?}. It is easy to verify that Jl!t?' is a discrete family of open sets 
and that Jl!t?'U g' U‘N is a locally. finite open refinement of i(J' which covers X 
and hence X is 없-paracompact. 

THEOREM 2. A normal space X z-s per챙herally IJR-paracompact in the strong 
sense zll zt is periPherally IJR-paracompact in the μleak sense. 
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PROOF. Let '?! be any open covering of X of cardinality 드W/ and , , let Fbe 
any frontier subset of X. If X is peripherally W/-paracompact in the weak 

sense, then there e:x:istS an bpen" iefiriement '$f?', of '?! c()veringFc which is 

locally finite at each point of H*= U {H: HεJr"}. Since X is normal, and F 

and X~H용 are disjoint dosed sets, therefore exists ah open set W : FCWζWζX 

~H*. Let 찢={HnW: HεJr"}. Then r is a locally finite open refinement of 
'6", which covers F andhence X is peripherally 

sense. 

DEFINITIO:-.J 3. A family ‘중 of continuous functions on a space X into the= 

hon-negative real numbers is called a Partitz'on 01 unity on X if for , each point 

xεX， εl(x)= 1. ‘중 is said to be sμbordinated to a covering ~ of X if for 

each 1ε ‘종， I(X~U)= {이 for some U ε V. 

THEOREM 3. A normal space X z's W/-paracompact zfl lor every' open cover찌g 

'?! 01 X 01 cardinaUty 드W/ and lor every Irontz'er set F , there e:âsts an open re-

jz"nement Jr" 01 ,?!, covering Fand which has a partz'ti01z 01 unüy subordinated tO' 

ü in the weak sense. 

RROOF. To prove the ‘if’ part, let '6" be any open covering of X of cardi

nality 드W/. Let Jr" be a family of disjoint open sets refining '?! such that 

H*=U {H: HεJr"} is dense in X. Then X~H￥ is a frontier set. By hypoth

esis, j;here exists an open refinement r of '?! which covers X~H용 and which 

has a partition of unity φ subordinated to it in the weak sense. Since X is 

norma l, and X ~ H￥ and X-U{W: Wε찢} are disjoint cIosed' sets, therefore, 

there exists a continuous function .'{: X • [0, 1] such that g(X-H*) = {1} and 

g(X~ lL!V)={이 . For each flεφ， let f' (x)=f(x) . g(x) for x ε U{W: Wε찢} 
W f ';T;'" 

and let f' (x)=O for xEX~U {W: Wε찢}. For each HεJr"， there exists a con-

tinuous function: g H: X • [0, 1] such that gH(X~H)={0} and gH(H-g-1(0)) 

= {1}. Let hbe defined as 

h(x)= L:, f' (x) , if x ε X~H* 
fE !J> 
L:, f'(x)+g ,.lx), ifx ε H퓨. 
fεφ “ 

Then '?! has the partition of unity φ= {/'/h: 1εφ} U {gH/h: Hε Jr"} su bor

dinated to it. Thus, every open covering of X of cardinality 드W/ has a partition 

of unity subordinated to it and hence X , is 없-paracompact [2, theorem 2]. 

Con verse is 0 bviously , true, '[2, theorem -2]. 

‘ 
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THEOREM 4. ‘ Fo.r a normal space X , the.lollowiregare equivale1zt: 

(a) X is 없-paracompact. 

(b) For every covering W 01 Xol cardinality <WI and lor each Irontieγ se! F 

1Z"n X , there is an open refz"nement r 01 W, covering F , sμch that r is cμshioned 

쩌 zf in thestrong sense. 

(c) For every open covering zf 01 Xofcardinality <9]/ and for e，α'ch Irontier 

:set F in X , there is an open refz"net.ηent r 01 zf covering F , sμch that γ ts 

-cushioned in zf in the zνeak sense. 

(d) For every open covering zf 01 X 01 cardinality 드9]/ and lor each Irontièr 

.set F in X , there is an opeχ relinment r 01 zf covering F , sμch that r is 

σ-cushioned in zf in the weak sense. 

(e) For each every opeχ covering zf 0/ X 01 cardinality 드WI and lor each 

.frontier set F in X , there. is an 0，φen rκfinement r 01 Z! covering F , such that 

r is (J-cushz"oned in zf in. the strong sense. 

PROOF. (a) ===> (b). Every. open covering zf of X of cardinality 드없 will 

have an open, cushioned refinement in view of Theorem 1 and hence (b) is 

true. 

(b) > (c) Obvious 
(c) > (d) Obvious 

(d) > (e). Since X is normal. a proof sim i1ar to theorem 2 appIies. 

(e) > (a). This foIlows in a manner similar to the proof of theorem 1 

DEFINITION 4. A space X is said to be 없-paracompact in a discrete peripheral 

sense if for every open covering zf of X of cardinality 드9]/ there exists an 

()pen refinement γ of. zf such that if ‘:T be any discrete family of closed set 
refining r , then the boundary of U {F: F ε ‘:T} is 9]/-paracompact with re

.:spect to the space X. 

DEFINITION 5. A space X is said to be sμbParacompact if for every open 

covering ~ of X , there exists a sequence. {‘장=-i: i=1, ... } of discrete families 
cx> 

()f closed sets such that U ‘F ‘ is a refinement of ~. 
i=1 • 

THEOREM 4. 1/ X is a normal, subparacompact spacewhich is countably para-

compact in a discrete peripheral sense, . then X is coμntably paràcompact. 

. PROOF. Essentially the same as that of ([4J , theorem 5) Traylor states 

the theorem with ‘'semi-method ’ instead of ‘subparacompact’. However, whiIe 

• 
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proving the theorem, only subparacompactness is being used, It shouldbe noted! 

that every normal, semi-metric space is perfectlynormal and a perfectly normal 
space is always countably paracompact. So the theorem becomes obvious with 
subparacompact replaced by semi-metric. 

THEOREM 5, If X is a normal, subParacompact space which is íJJI.-paracompact 
in a discrete perz'bheral sense, then X z's íJJI.-paracompact. 

PROOF. Since X is íJJI.-paracompact in a discrete peripheraI sense, therefore, 
X is countably paracompact in a discrete peripheral sense. Then X is countably 
paracompact by theorem 4. Now, Iet ~ = {U a: α ε A} be any open covering of 

X of cardinaIity 르íJJI. Let A be weIl ordered by <. Let~' be an open re
finement of ~ covering X such that the boundary of the union of each discrete 
famiIy of closd sets refining ~ is 쩌-paracompact with respect to X. Since X 

is subparacompact, there exists a sequence {‘jri: i ε N} of discrete families of 

cIosed sets. For each α E A, Iet ‘중1a denote the subfamiIy of ‘중1 consisting 

of alI sets G ε ‘중1 for which α is the first index such that G ζ U a' If G ε 

‘!F1a for some a , denote by V G an open set which contains boundary of G 

such that V G 그 U a and V G does not intersect [CU {F: F ε ‘중1} )~Gl ， Denote 

by r la the fam iIy consisting of aIl ~ets V such that there existsG ε ‘중 

such that V = V G' Since boundary of U {F: F ε ‘갖1} is íJJI.-paracompact and' 

r 1= u γ1 (y is a covering of the boundary of U {F: FE$1}: therefore, there 
- a르A … 

exists a IocaIly finite open refinement r l' of γ1 such that r 1' covers bound-

ary of U {F: F ε ‘윷1}' Now, denote by r 1’ the family consisting ofaII sets 

V for which there is a G ε ‘중 such that x ε V iff either x ε G or x is a point 
of a member of γl' which intersects G. Clearly, γl’ is an open refinement 

of~' which covers U {F: F ε ‘중1}' Now consider 호2' Denote by ‘종2 the fam

iIy consisting of aIl sets G such that there exists H ε ‘중2 such that G=H.-.' 

[Hncu {V :v ε rt)]. Clearly, 종-2’ is discrete family of cIosed sets refining

%끼 For each α E A, denote by ‘중2a the subfarmIy of F2/ consisting of only 

those sets each of whichis a subset of Ua but none is a subset of Uß for ß< 
α• If G ε ‘ 9r2a’ 

denote .by V G an open set containing the boundary of G such 

that HaCVG' V G doesnot intersect [U{F: F 든 ‘종2} ..•. G]. Let γ2a denote the 

fami1y consisting of a1I sets V for which1 there is a G ε ‘종2a such that V = V G' 

Let γ2= U γ￥， As before, there exists a IocalIy finite, open refinement γ감 
g르A 
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of r 2 which covers the boundary of U {F: F ε ‘종2} and thus there is a local

ly finite open refinement r 2’ of 2(' such that r 2' covers U {F: F ε F씬 • 
This process may be continued indefinitely as follows: for each positive in ‘ 

teger n>2, denote by ‘중n' the collection which consists of allsets G"for which 

there is a H ε ‘갖11 such that G=H~CHn[U{v: v ε7낀’， i=1，…χ-1} ]). 

Clearly, ‘중n' is a discrete fam i1y of c10sed sets such that ‘종n' refines 2('. As: 

before, denote by ‘중2a the subfam i1y of ‘강η， consisting of just those sets eac1~ 

of which is a subset of U a' but none is a subset of U ß for β <α. For GE 

-trn
a, let V G denote an open set containing the boundary of G such that V G그 

Ua’ 
Va does not intersect CU{F: F ε ‘5깐， z'=l , "', n -1} and also does not in

tersect CU (F: F E ‘ .. S?") )~G. If r nk denotes the family consisting of those sets 

GE ‘종… such that V=까 and if γM= U γ누_ then there exists a locally 
’”‘ - ,.. aEA .. _ .. 

finite, open refinement γ，; of γn such that γ'n' covers the boundary of U 
{F: F ε ‘:Fn'} and thus there is a locally finite open refinement γny of g/ 

。。

such that γn" covers U {F: F ε ‘종ι}. Now, U γ‘n" is a 11-locally finite, 
“ n=l ,. 

얘en refinement of 2(' and hence of zr. Thus every open covering of X of car-

dina1ity <9J/ has a 11-locally finite open refinement. Also, X is a countably 

paracompact. Therefore X is 9J/-paracoTI1pact C [3J , theorem 5). 

COROLLARY Eνery normal sþace which is either semi-metric or develoþable or 

M oore, a1zd is 9J/-þaracomþact i.η a discrete þelψheral sense, z"s 없-þarac01χpαct. 

PROOF. Every semi-metric, or developable, or Moore space is subparacompact 
and hence the result follows from theorem 5. 
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